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Erlonat (Erlotinib 100 mg)

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerNatco Pharma 

Description 

Basic information about the drug ErlonatDescription ErlonatOrder, delivery and payment Erlonat

Where to buy Erlonat (Erlotinib 100 mg)?

The pharmacy offers to buy a powerful anticancer drug Erlonat from the Indian company Natco Pharma Ltd. The drug is approved in many
Asian and European countries for the treatment of pancreatic cancer and for the treatment of severe stages of non-small cell lung cancer.
Before using, be sure to consult your doctor!

Erlonat Price (Erlotinib 100 mg)

The Indian-made drug Erlonat in composition and effectiveness fully corresponds to the original product - Tarceva, developed by the Swiss
pharmacological company F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. The manufacturing license of the Indian company Natco was transferred to WHO due to
expiration, which allowed the generic manufacturer to release a drug containing erlotinib that is available to many patients around the world.
Erlonat is certified and manufactured under the supervision of WHO and the company of the copyright holder. The low price of the drug in the
pharmacy is ensured by direct supply of the drug from India, from the Natco Pharma warehouses.
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Erlotinib contained in Erlonat tablets was investigated at the stage of synthesis; during the study, a powerful inhibitory effect of the active agent
on tumor cells of a malignant and non-malignant nature was revealed. This made it possible to expand the scope of the drug and help more
patients. Reviews of those who have undergone Erlotinib treatment note the low toxicity and high efficacy of the drug.

Description of Erlonat

Erlonat are film-coated tablets containing 100 milligrams of erlotinib each. The package contains 30 pills, placed in a polymer bottle with brand
marks.

Application methods

The medicine is used in accordance with the diagnosed tumor and in the dosage prescribed by the attending physician. Most often, a single
dose of the drug is used at the same time of the day. To change the schedule and dose of admission, you must consult with your oncologist.

Contraindications Erlonat

Erlonat is not prescribed for children under 18 years of age, pregnant and lactating patients, people with allergies to drug components, as well
as patients with irreversible problems in the liver and kidneys.

Order Erlonat (Erlotinib 100mg)

The pharmacy offers to order Erlonat in convenient, intuitive ways:

order a call back on the website;
fill out a special order form;
call the round-the-clock phone.

Any ordering method will lead to a call from a specialist who will answer any questions about the drug and help complete the registration.

How is Erlonat (Erlotinib 100 mg) delivered?

The online pharmacy offers fast delivery to any region of the country. Using the courier service EMS or Russian Post, Erlonat will be delivered
as soon as possible.

Payment for Erlonat tablets

The pharmacy does not require prepayment when ordering Erlonat, this allows you to carefully examine the contents of the parcel before
payment and make sure the quality of the package and the drug, the valid expiration dates, the matching batch numbers and the presence of
the manufacturer's holograms. In order to get a good discount on medicines, pay for the order at the time of registration.
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